
Opportunities for blockchain technology 
and NFTs in the real world. 

Understanding the value and practical use cases of 
Non-Fungible Tokens in modern business applications.  

Learn how to get started using the blockchain and 
building your Web 3 strategy.
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What is Blockchain?
A blockchain is a transparent publicly accessible digital ledger of transactions Distributed Ledger 
Technology (DLT) that is duplicated and distributed across the entire network of computer systems 
on the blockchain. Blockchain is a type of DLT in which transactions are recorded with an 
immutable cryptographic signature called a hash. 

http://www.euromoney.com/learning/blockchain-explained/how-blockchain-data-is-stored-and-secured
http://www.euromoney.com/learning/blockchain-explained/how-blockchain-data-is-stored-and-secured
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Why Blockchain?

Immutability 
It is an immutable public digital ledger, when a transaction is recorded, it cannot be modified 

Security 
Due to the encryption feature, Blockchain is always secure

Transparency 
The transactions are done transparently, allowing greater traceability  

Authenticity 
The authenticity of a transaction is verified and confirmed by participants
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Leading Blockchains
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What is an NFT?

An NFT is a unique token ID stored on a 
blockchain. It can be securely traded. It can be 
used to document and track assets and is 
sometimes saved with ancillary data.

Non-fungible token NFT collections 
minted to date.

50,000+ 

$91 Million
The highest price paid 
for a single NFT - Pak

$37 Billion
spent on non-fungible tokens 

in the first half of 2022
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NFT Marketplaces

• OpenSea 
• Rarible 
• NBA Top Shot 
• Binance 
• Nifty Gateway 
• SuperRare

Digital Wallet is required 
to shop for NFTs
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Are NFTs only for art?

Access 
NFTs can provide access by using them as tickets or access passes that are currently impossible to forge.

Collectibles 
NFTs are often associated with collectors due to their uniqueness, ease of verification, and authentication. 

Contracts 
The programmability of NFTs allows for functionality like royalties, dividends, escrow and other automated accounting.

Coupons 
NFTs would make coupons harder to fake, easier to distribute, and more universal.

Memberships 
NFTs can be used as a membership to attend special events, gain access to limited-edition products and unique services. 

Tracking Physical Property 
NFTs can be used as a property title where the history is maintained and the origin is documented like a living receipt.

Virtual Accessories 
The holders of digital assets are able to use them in games and virtual worlds sometimes called metavereses. 

Other uses NFTs will offer:
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2021 SAW MAJOR BRANDS LAUNCH NFTS ACROSS INDUSTRIES

Source: Activate Consulting
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What is the future of NFTs?

Business leaders shouldn’t confuse market 
fluctuations or bad actors with the potential uses of 
digital assets and the technologies that underlie them.

In the past few months the market prices of major 
cryptocurrencies have declined significantly, the trading 
volume of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) has slowed.

Web 3.0 (Web3) is the third 
generation of the evolution of 

web technologies. 

Web3

Web3 Foundation:

Blockchain 

Smart Contracts 

NFTs

Decentralization, privacy, 
machine learning and safety are 
some trends that will shape the 

Web 3 environment.
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What is a smart contract?

• Self-executing contract with the terms of the agreement being 
directly written into lines of code 

• Smart contracts deployed to blockchains  

• The code controls the execution, and transactions are trackable 
and irreversible

On Ethereum, smart contracts are typically written in 
a Turing-complete programming language called Solidity
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Examples of Smart Contracts
• NFTs 

• Time locking funds  

• Dividing payments mathematically 

• Voting  

• Decentralized trading of tokens, Non fungible and Fungible 

• Storing small amounts of data  

• Validating data with digital fingerprints (Sha256)  

• And people are inventing new things all the time

Contract Source Code: https://docs.openzeppelin.com/contracts/4.x 

Deployed Contract: https://etherscan.io/address/0x011ab72bd679b12f5316f70e770aea738e745a4f

https://docs.openzeppelin.com/contracts/4.x
https://etherscan.io/address/0x011ab72bd679b12f5316f70e770aea738e745a4f#code
https://docs.openzeppelin.com/contracts/4.x
https://etherscan.io/address/0x011ab72bd679b12f5316f70e770aea738e745a4f#code
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Manually deploying and operating Smart Contract

• Write smart contract code in Solidity, make sure it's vetted and 
secure 

• Compile code with hardhat.js or truffle.js. Those are the main 
options, both are in node 

• Buy crypto currency and move it into a wallet or get test crypto from 
a test net faucet 

• Deploy your code on to the test nets for testing and main net for 
production 

• Validate your smart contract code so the world can see what it is  

• Keep track of your deployed addresses and operate your smart 
contract functions through hardhat, truffle or etherscan
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Wallets, Marketplaces, and Crypto Products

Choose blockchain 
and marketplace

Create and connect 
a Crypto wallet

Fill your wallet 
with coins on your 

chosen chain

Upload digital 
content you’d like 

to turn into an NFT

Pay fees associated 
with minting

Create a smart 
contract

Custodial or non 
custodial?
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Distribute NFTs and 
onboard new customers Store your NFT

NFT Minting Process with Tools
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INTEGRATION WITH EXISTING TECH STACK

ACCESSIBLE PAYMENTS

CUSTODIAL BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTION ENGINE

INTEGRATES WITH EXISTING MARKETPLACES

The Ownerfy platform provides useful tools and a 
custom API for accessible, crypto-less NFT 
implementation

Minting through an Ownerfy API
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Minting NFTs with ColdFusion through Ownerfy API 

DEMO
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Ownerfy’s API provides the benefits of Web3:

Create customer wallets and mint 
directly to them

Create QR codes and verify 
pairing with physical items for 
authentication

Create purpose built smart 
contracts that make collecting 
royalties more reliable 

Transfer NFTs between users and 
to external wallets 
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Nicholas Juntilla

nick@ownerfy.com

Masha Edelen

masha@ownerfy.com

Questions?


